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Abstract
Motivated by the standard form of string-theory amplitude, we calculate the field-
theory amplitude to complete the higher-derivative terms in type II supergravity theo-
ries in their conventional form. We derive explicitly the O(α′3) interactions for the RR
(Ramond-Ramond) fields with graviton, B-field and dilaton in the low-energy effective
action of type II superstrings. We check our results by comparison with previous works
that have been done by the other methods, and find an exact agreement.
1bakhtiarizadeh@sirjantech.ac.ir
1 Introduction
Higher-derivative corrections to string theories and M-theory are significantly studied
in various ways: string amplitude [1–7], non-linear sigma model [8, 9], superfield and
noether’s method [10–17], duality completion [18–21] and so on. Each of these approaches
have been employed in different formalisms such as: RNS (Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz) [22–
24], GS (Green-Schwarz) [17,20,26,27] and pure-spinor [28] formalisms to determine the
higher-order terms.
For many purposes, it is enough to use only the lowest-order terms in the theory, but
there are some situations for which one must go beyond the lowest-order supergravity
actions and higher-order corrections play an important role. For example, the origin
of induced Einstein-Hilbert terms are traced to R4 couplings in ten dimensions [29, 30].
Furthermore, in black-hole and black-brane physics, considering higher-derivative terms
leads to modifications of the thermodynamics [31–33]. Another important set of such
applications can be found in the context of the gauge/gravity duality [34–36]. There are
a vast number of applications of higher-derivative terms, but the mentioned examples are
sufficient to illustrate the importance of having a good understanding of higher-derivative
terms [22].
It is known that the low-energy effective action of superstring theory is given by
supergravity describing only the interactions of massless modes in the string-theory spec-
trum. This can be shown explicitly by calculating the field-theory amplitudes of massless
states [37]. One must go beyond this low-energy limit to capture truly stringy behavior.
A significant information about string and M-theory can be extracted from the corre-
sponding low-energy effective actions, in particular once one considers corrections that
go beyond the leading order. Subleading terms in type II effective actions start at or-
der α′3 or eight-derivative level. In order to determine the structure of higher-derivative
terms, we will calculate the scattering amplitude of massless states.
As mentioned above, scattering amplitudes of massless states in superstring theory
include corrections to their corresponding low-energy effective actions. These terms con-
tain α′ corrections to the supergravity which arise due to the length of the fundamental
string ℓs and string coupling constant gs which correspond to string quantum corrections
in spacetime. In type IIA superstring theory, one of those corrections first obtained at
the tree level from four-graviton scattering amplitude as well as from the σ-model beta
function approach which is written by
LR4 = −e
−2φ
2κ210
ℓ6s
28.4!
ζ(3)
(
t8t8R
4 +
1
4.2!
ǫ10ǫ10R
4
)
. (1.1)
Here 2κ210 = (2π)
7ℓ8sg
2
s , t8 is a product of four Kronecker deltas, and t8t8R
4 denotes an
abbreviation of a product of two t8 tensors and four Riemann curvature tensors.
The contents of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly review type
II supergravity theories and fix our conventions and notations. In section 3, we establish
the formalism and explain the procedure needed to find the necessary Feynman rules
for the processes we want to compute. By employing these rules we then calculate the
tree-level four-point amplitude for two RR-two NSNS scattering to find higher-derivative
corrections to type II supergravities in their conventional form up to the R4 terms. We
restrict our attention to different external NSNS states, namely the metric, antisymmetric
tensor and dilaton. Finally, we compare our results with previous works and find an exact
agreement.
2
2 Brief review of type II supergravity
We begin by reviewing the low-energy effective actions of both type II superstring theories
[38]. These are supergravity theories that describe interactions of the massless fields in the
string-theory spectrum. The action in the Einstein frame for the type IIA supergravity
is given by
SIIA =
1
2κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
(
R − 1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ− 1
2
e−Φ|H|2 − 1
2
∑
n=2,4
e
5−n
2
Φ|F˜ (n)|2
)
− 1
4κ2
∫
B ∧ dC(3) ∧ dC(3), (2.1)
where R is the scalar curvature, Φ is the dilaton field and H is the B-field strength
H = dB. The RR field strengths are defined in terms of RR potentials as F˜ (2) = dC(1)
and F˜ (4) = dC(3) − H ∧ C(1). The above action is the reduction of 11-dimensional
supergravity on manifold R1,9 × S1. By a Weyl rescaling of the metric, this action can
be transformed to the Einstein frame in which the Einstein term has the conventional
form2. It is also contains three distinct types of terms. The first three terms in the first
line involve NSNS fields, which are common to both type II superstring theories. The
last term contains RR fields and altogether are named kinetic terms. The second line is
called Chern-Simons term.
In the type IIB supergravity, the presence of the self-dual five-form introduces a
significant complication for writing down a classical action for type IIB supergravity. On
the other words, it is hard to formulate the action in a manifestly covariant form. There
are several different ways of dealing with this problem. One of them is to find an action
which reproduce the super-symmetric equations of motion when the self-duality condition
is imposed by hand. The type IIB supergravity action in the Einstein frame is given as
SIIB =
1
2κ2
∫
d10x
√−G
(
R− 1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ− 1
2
e−Φ|H|2 − 1
2α
∑
n=1,3,5
e
5−n
2
Φ|F˜ (n)|2
)
− 1
4κ2
∫
H ∧ dC(2) ∧ C(4), (2.2)
where α = 1 for n = 1, 3 and α = 2 for n = 5. The RR field strengths here are defined
as F˜ (1) = dC(0), F˜ (3) = dC(2) −HC(0) and
F˜ (5) = dC(4) − 1
2
C(2) ∧H + 1
2
B ∧ dC(2), (2.3)
respectively. The self-duality condition that must be imposed in the equations of motion
by hand, is given by
F˜ (5) = ⋆F˜ (5). (2.4)
This condition has to be imposed as an extra constraint, manually. Without that, one can
not find any consistency between the field-theory and string-theory S-matrix elements.
2The Einstein frame is related to string frame by gEµν = e
−Φ/2
gµν .
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3 Field-theory amplitude
Having had the supergravity actions, one can easily read different vertices and propagators
and accordingly calculate the Feynman amplitude of two RR-two NSNS massless states.
To that end, suppose that the massless fields are small perturbations around the flat
background, i.e.,
gµν = ηµν + 2κhµν ; B
(2) = 2κb(2) ; Φ = φ0 +
√
2κφ ; C(n) = 2κc(n), (3.1)
where κ is the gravitational coupling constant. Substituting these perturbation expan-
sions into the supergravity actions (2.1) and (2.2), and expanding them up to cubic and
quartic powers in κ, one obtains three-point and four-point interactions, respectively.
The amplitude of two RR-two NSNS fields typically has the following form
A = As + Au + At + Ac
=
As
s
+
Au
u
+
At
t
+Ac
=
1
sut
(tuAs + stAu + suAt + sutAc) , (3.2)
where As,Au and At are the amplitudes in s, u and t channels, respectively, and Ac is
the contribution of contact terms which must be added in order to the total scattering
amplitude to be gauge invariant. The Mandelstam variables are defined as: s = −4α′k1 ·
k2, u = −4α′k1 · k3, t = −4α′k2 · k3, and satisfy the identity s+ t+ u = 0.
What motivates us to write the field-theory amplitude in the above form originates
from the general form of string-theory amplitude. The structure of string-theory am-
plitude consists of the well-known Gamma functions in terms of Mandelstam variables
multiplied by a kinematic factor K [1, 39]. To find the couplings which are reproduced
by the amplitude in string-theory side, it is convenient to expand the Gamma functions
at low energy, i.e.,
Γ(−e−φ0/2s/8)Γ(−e−φ0/2t/8)Γ(−e−φ0/2u/8)
Γ(1 + e−φ0/2s/8)Γ(1 + e−φ0/2t/8)Γ(1 + e−φ0/2u/8)
∼ −2
9e3φ0/2
stu
− 2ζ(3) + · · ·(3.3)
where the expansion parameter is α′ and φ0 is the constant dilaton background. The right-
hand side in the above expression gives the low-energy limit of the amplitude. The first
term in that side just corresponds to amplitudes of exchanging two RR-two NSNS massless
fields in s, t and u channels as well as contact terms in type II supergravity [37]. The
second term contains a Riemann zeta function ζ(3), which is irrational, and contributes
as a stringy correction to the supergravity. In this way, it is basically possible to derive
higher-derivative corrections from string scattering amplitudes.
By comparing the amplitude (3.2) with the leading term of string-theory amplitude,
one finds the following relation between the field-theory amplitude and the string-theory
kinematic factor
K = −2−9e−3φ0/2 (tuAs + stAu + suAt + sutAc) . (3.4)
Multiplying this factor by −2ζ(3) and transforming it to the spacetime, one then finds
the couplings of two RR-two NSNS fields at order α′3.
4
4 (∂F (n))2R2 couplings
After explaining our strategy in the previous section, we are now in a position to find
various couplings. For the first one, we are going to find the couplings containing two RR
n-form field strengths with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and two Riemann curvatures. To this end, we
consider the elastic scattering process of two RR fields into two gravitons. When the two
RR forms have the same rank, the supergravity actions (2.1) and (2.2) dictate that the
massless poles in the s and u channels and the contact terms are given by the following
expressions
As =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 h
)µν (
G˜h
)
µν,λρ
(
V˜hh3h4
)λρ
,
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 h3C
(n−1)
)µ1···µn−1 (
G˜C(n−1)
)
µ1···µn−1
ν1···νn−1
(
V˜
C(n−1)F
(n)
2 h4
)
ν1···νn−1
,
Ac = V˜F (n)1 F
(n)
2 h3h4
. (4.1)
The t-channel amplitude At can now be obtained from the Au by permuting the particles
lines 3 and 4.
For the process we want to calculate, we need the two RRs-one graviton, three gravi-
tons, one RR-one graviton-one RR and two RRs-two gravitons vertex functions. These
vertices can be obtained from the supergravity actions (2.1) and (2.2) by expanding to
cubic and quartic powers in κ, respectively. Fortunately, these vertex functions as well as
the graviton and RR propagators (in Feynman-like gauge) have been derived previously
in the literatures [23, 24, 37, 40, 41] up to an overall factor:
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 h
)µν
=
iκ
n!
(
2nF
(µ
1 µ1···µn−1F
ν)µ1···µn−1
2 − ηµν F1µ1···µnF µ1···µn2
)
, (4.2)
(
G˜h
)
µν,λρ
= − i
2k2
(
ηµληνρ + ηµρηνλ − 1
4
ηµνηλρ
)
, (4.3)
(
V˜h1h2h
)λρ
= −2iκ
[(
3
2
k1.k2 η
λρ + k
(λ
1 k
ρ)
2 − kλ kρ
)
Tr(h1.h2)
−k1.h2.h1.k2 ηλρ + 2 k(λ2 η2ρ).h1.k2 + 2 k1(λ η1ρ).h2.k1
+2k1.h2
(λ η1
ρ).k2 − k1.k2
(
hλ1 .h
ρ
2 + h
λ
2 .h
ρ
1
)
−k1.h2.k1 hλρ1 − k2.h1.k2 hλρ2
]
, (4.4)
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 h2C
(n−1)
)µ1···µn−1
=
2iκ
(n− 1)!F1µ
[µ1···µn−1h
µ|ν]
2 kν , (4.5)
(
G˜C(n)
)
µ1···µn
ν1···νn = −in!
k2
η[µ1
ν1ηµ2
ν2 · · · ηµn]νn, (4.6)
5
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 h3h4
=
4iκ2
n!
[
F1µ1···µnF
µ1···µn
2
(
−1
4
h3λρh
λρ
4 +
1
8
h3
λ
λh4
ρ
ρ
)
−1
2
(n + 1)F1µµ2···µnF2ν
µ2···µnh3
λ
λh
µν
4
+
1
2
n(n− 1)F1µλµ3···µnF2νρµ3···µnhµν3 hλρ4
+F1
µµ2µ3···µnF2
ν
µ2µ3···µnh3µ
λh4νλ
]
+ (3↔ 4). (4.7)
Our notation is such that Tr(h1.h2) = h
µν
1 h2νµ, k1.h
λ
2 = k1ρh
ρλ
2 and h
ρ
1.k2 = h
ρλ
1 k2λ. The
bracket (parentheses) notation over indices means antisymmetrization (symmetrization)
with a factor 1/2. kν in 4.5 denotes the momentum of internal leg i.e., kν = k1ν + k2ν .
The next step is to write the amplitude in terms of independent variables. This im-
poses all symmetries including mono-term symmetries (antisymmetry property of RR
potentials and symmetry property of graviton polarizations) as well as multi-term sym-
metries (the Bianchi identities governing on the RR field strengths and Riemann tensors).
In doing so, we have first written the RR field strengths and Riemann tensors in terms
of RR potentials and graviton polarizations, respectively. Then, we have manipulated
with some of the terms. For instance, momentum conservation Σ4i=1ki = 0 as well as the
mass-shell and on-shell relations for momenta, k2i = 0 and ki.ǫi = 0, are imposed. We
have also rewritten some terms using the relation s + t + u = 0. Furthermore, we have
applied the traceless property of external graviton polarizations.
After doing the above steps to canonicalize the amplitude, the final result is simplified
in terms of some Mandelstam variables, momenta, two RR potentials and two graviton
polarizations. When n = 1, the result is simplified as:
1
2
(
s2u2 hαβ3 h4αβ + 2su
3 hαβ3 h4αβ + u
4 hαβ3 h4αβ + 16su
2 h3β
γh4αγk
α
1 k
β
2
+16u3 h3β
γh4αγk
α
1 k
β
2 − 16s2u h3αγh4βγkα1 kβ2 − 32su2 h3αγh4βγkα1 kβ2
−16u3 h3αγh4βγkα1 kβ2 + 64u2 h3γδh4αβkα1 kβ1 kγ2kδ2 − 128su h3αγh4βδkα1 kβ1kγ2kδ2
−128u2 h3αγh4βδkα1 kβ1kγ2kδ2 + 64s2 h3αβh4γδkα1 kβ1kγ2kδ2 + 128su h3αβh4γδkα1 kβ1 kγ2kδ2
+ 64u2 h3αβh4γδk
α
1 k
β
1k
γ
2k
δ
2
)
, (4.8)
where the RR polarizations have been written in terms of momenta. To rewrite the
amplitude 4.8 in terms of RR field strengths and Riemann tensors, we consider all possible
contractions between two RR 1-form field strengths with a partial derivative acting on
each one and two Riemann tensors. Then, we make an ansatz of these all contractions
by multiplying them by unknown constant coefficients:
C1F
a,bF c,dRac
efRbdef + C2F
a,bF c,dRac
efRbedf + C3F
a,bF c,dRa
e
c
fRbedf
+C4F
a,bF c,dRa
e
c
fRbfde + C5Fa
,cF a,bRb
defRcdef + C6F
a,bF c,dRa
e
b
fRcedf
+C7Fa
,cF a,bRb
defRcedf + C8Fa,bF
a,bRcdefR
cdef + C9Fa,bF
a,bRcedfR
cdef . (4.9)
By comparing the expression 4.8 with the result obtained from writing 4.9 in terms
of independent variables with the same steps as mentioned above, one obtains some
6
algebraic equations among unknown constant coefficients, that are:
{2C5 + C6 + C7 + 8C8 + 4C9 = 0, 2C5 + 2C6 + C7 = 0, (4.10)
−512 + 2C1 + C2 + C3 + 2C6 = 0, 2C1 + C2 − C4 + 2C5 + 3C6 + C7 = 0,
2C1 + C2 − C4 + C6 = 0, 2C1 + C2 − C4 + 2C5 + C6 + C7 + 16C8 + 8C9 = 0,
512 + 4C1 + 2C2 − C3 − 3C4 + C6 = 0, 2C1 + C2 − C4 + 8C8 + 4C9 = 0,
−1024 + 2C1 + C2 + 2C3 + C4 + 2C5 + 5C6 + C7 = 0,−512 + C3 + C4 + C6 = 0,
−1024 + 4C1 + 2C2 + 2C3 − 2C5 + C6 − C7 + 8C8 + 4C9 = 0,
6C1 + 3C2 − 3C4 − 2C5 + C6 − C7 = 0,−512 + C3 + C4 + 2C5 + 3C6 + C7 = 0,
−4096 + 16C1 + 8C2 + 8C3 − 8C5 + 8C6 − 4C7 = 0,
512 + 2C1 + C2 − C3 − 2C4 = 0, 2048 + 2C1 + C2 − 4C3 − 5C4 + 2C5 − C6 + C7 = 0}
After solving the above eighteen equations, simultaneously, one finds the unknown con-
stant coefficient C3 to be 512. The other coefficients are free parameters which can be
set to zero.
Having had the unknown coefficients and substituting them into the expression 4.9,
we can obtain the couplings between two RR 1-form field strengths and two Riemann
tensors3. The effective action, which reproduces the corresponding amplitude, takes the
following form in the string frame
S(∂F (1))2R2 =
γ
3.24κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G F a,bF c,dRaecfRbedf , (4.11)
where γ = α′3ζ(3)/25, and comma refers to a partial derivative with respect to the index
afterwards. Note that, to acquire the standard sphere-level dilaton factor e−2φ0 in the
string frame, it is convenient to normalize the RR potentials and graviton polarizations
with a factor eφ0. The normalization of RR fields in the above action are consistent
with the supergravities (2.1) and (2.2). Moreover, the couplings of two RR 2-form field
strengths and two Riemann curvatures appear in the following effective action
S(∂F (2))2R2 =
γ
3.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (2Fad,eF ab,cRbf dgRcfeg + F ab,cFcd,eRadfgRbefg
+2F ab,cF de,fRacf
gRbdeg + 2F
ab,cF de,fRafd
gRbgce
)
. (4.12)
Hence, there is no unique way of writing down the expressions (4.11) and (4.12)
because of different presentations of tensor polynomials using the symmetries of the indi-
vidual tensors, but we believe the above forms are the most economical one. The number
of terms has been reduced as much as possible using the algorithm introduced in [24].
We also find the couplings between two RR 3-form field strengths and two Riemann
curvatures as
S(∂F (3))2R2 =
γ
32.27κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (8Fabc,eF abc,dRdfghRefgh
−3Fabd,cF abc,dRefghRefgh + 12Fabe,fF abc,dRcf ghRdehg
−12Fabe,fF abc,dRceghRdfgh + 24Fabe,fF abc,dRcdghRefgh
−12Fabe,fF abc,dRcdghRefhg + 24Fade,bF abc,dRcfghRefgh
−24Faef,gF abc,dRbdehRcfhg + 48Faef,gF abc,dRbcehRdfgh
+24Fa
ef,gF abc,dRbce
hRdfhg − 24Faef,gF abc,dRbcdhRefgh
−12F abc,dFdef ,aRbeghRcfhg + 12F abc,dFdef ,aRbcghRefgh
)
. (4.13)
3The calculations in this study have been carried out by the Mathematica package xAct [42, 43].
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Furthermore, our calculations show that the couplings which include two RR 4-form
field strengths and two Riemann curvatures have the following form
S(∂F (4))2R2 = −
γ
32.26κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (3Fabef ,iFcdgi,hRabcdRefgh
−9Fabei,fFcdgi,hRabcdRefgh − 9Fabei,gFcdhi,fRabcdRefgh
+6Fbe
gh,iFdfgi,hRa
e
c
fRabcd + 3Fce
gh,iFdfgi,hRab
efRabcd
+6Fbe
hi
,cFdfhi,gRa
efgRabcd − 6Fcf hi,bFdghi,eRaefgRabcd
−2Fbghi,eFdghi,fRaecfRabcd + 3Fcegh,iFdghi,fRabefRabcd
−24Fbceh,iFfghi,dRaefgRabcd − 6Fbchi,eFfghi,dRaefgRabcd
+9Fbe
hi
,cFfghi,dRa
efgRabcd
)
. (4.14)
We are now going to find the couplings containing two RR 5-form field strengths
and two Riemann tensors. The amplitude in this case is somehow different, because of
the presence of the 5-form field strength F (5) which is self-dual. This condition should
be imposed manually as an extra condition in physical quantities like the equations of
motion as well as S-matrix.
We expect that imposing the self-duality condition F (5) → (F (5) + ⋆F (5)) /2, which is
equivalent to (2.4), in the couplings with structure (∂F (5))2R2 not only gives the correct
overall factor but also results into another coupling with structure ǫ10(∂F
(5))2R2. This
coupling is not calculated here, because the number of indices is too large that make it
difficult to calculate all possible contractions for this structure. However, the result for
the couplings between two RR 5-form field strengths and two Riemann curvatures is
S(∂F (5))2R2 =
γ
32.28κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (18Fabeij ,gFcdfij,hRabcdRefgh
−3Fabef i,jFcdghi,jRabcdRefgh − 12Fbeghi,jFdfghj,iRaecfRabcd
−6Fceghi,jFdfghj,iRabefRabcd − 8Fbehij ,cFdfhij,gRaefgRabcd
+8Fcf
hij
,bFdghij,eRa
efgRabcd + 2Fb
ghij
,eFdghij,fRa
e
c
fRabcd
+4Fce
ghi,jFdghij,fRab
efRabcd − 48Fbcehi,jFfghij,dRaefgRabcd
+8Fbc
hij
,eFfghij,dRa
efgRabcd − 12Fbehij ,cFfghij,dRaefgRabcd
)
. (4.15)
where the product of two Levi-Civita tensors implicitly has been replaced by the gener-
alized Kronecker delta according to: ǫm1···mdǫn1···nd = −δ[n1m1 · · · δnd]md .
In the next sections we follow a similar approach to obtain the other couplings. The
detail of calculations are omitted there for the sake of brevity.
5 (∂F (n))2(∂φ)2 couplings
In this section, the couplings with structure (∂F (n))2(∂φ)2 will be calculated. Similar to
the previous section, there are also five types of couplings here, i.e., with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
When we have two RR field strengths, in which the RR forms have the same rank, and
two dilatons, the actions (2.1) and (2.2) indicate that the amplitudes in the s and u
8
channels and the contact terms become
As =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 h
)µν (
G˜h
)
µν,λρ
(
V˜hφ3φ4
)λρ
,
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 φ3C
(n−1)
)µ1···µn−1 (
G˜C(n−1)
)
µ1···µn−1
ν1···νn−1
(
V˜
C(n−1)F
(n)
2 φ4
)
ν1···νn−1
,
Ac = V˜F (n)1 F
(n)
2 φ3φ4
, (5.1)
respectively. Here also the amplitude in the t channel is the same as Au in which the
particle labels of the RR fields are interchanged, i.e., At = Au(3 ↔ 4). The required
tree- and four-point interactions are given by
(
V˜φ1φ2h
)µν
= −2iκ
(
k
(µ
1 k
ν)
2 −
1
2
k1.k2η
µν
)
, (5.2)
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 φ2C
(n−1)
)
ν1···νn−1
= iκ
1√
2(n− 1)!(5− n)F1µν1···νn−1k
µ, (5.3)
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 φ3φ4
= −2iκ2 1
n!
(
5− n
2
)2
F1µ1···µnF
µ1···µn
2 . (5.4)
The graviton and RR propagators are given by equations 4.3 and 4.6, respectively. Sub-
stituting these expressions into the amplitude 5.1, one finds the couplings consisting of
two RR 1-form field strengths and two dilatons as follow
S(∂F (1))2(∂φ)2 =
γ
3.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√
−G (2F a,bF c,dφa,bφc,d − Fa,bF a,bφc,dφc,d) . (5.5)
One can also write down the couplings between two RR 2-form field strengths and
two dilatons as
S(∂F (2))2(∂φ)2 =
γ
3.28κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (16Fad,eF ab,cφb,dφc,e
+18Fa
d
,cF
ab,cφb
,eφd,e − 9Fac,bF ab,cφd,eφd,e
)
. (5.6)
In the same way, the couplings of two RR 3-form field strengths and two dilatons can
be written as
S(∂F (3))2(∂φ)2 = −
γ
32.26κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (Fdef,cF def ,bφa,cφa,b
−3Fae,f ,bFcef,dφa,bφc,d − 3Faef ,cFdef,bφa,bφc,d
)
. (5.7)
Furthermore, the couplings of two RR 4-form field strengths and two dilatons can be
introduced as
S(∂F (4))2(∂φ)2 = −
γ
32.29κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (Fcdeg,fF cdef,gφa,bφa,b
−2Fbdef,gFcdef,gφa,cφa,b − 16Faefg,cFbefg,dφa,bφc,d
)
. (5.8)
Finally, for n = 5 case only the contribution of s channel exists and is given by the
first line in (5.1). The amplitudes in the t and u channels and the contact terms here
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are zero. Once more, using the self-duality condition, one can easily find the following
coupling for two RR 5-form field strengths and two dilatons with correct overall factor
S(∂F (5))2(∂φ)2 =
γ
32.27κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G Faefgh,cFbefgh,dφa,bφc,d. (5.9)
Note that, imposing the self-duality condition also leads to a new coupling of the form
ǫ10(∂F
(5))2(∂φ)2, but we ignore it for the reasons already mentioned. We use the algorithm
introduced in [24] to reduce the tensor polynomials and rewrite the couplings of this
section in the minimal-term form.
6 (∂F (n))2(∂φ)R couplings
Let us now consider the couplings with structure (∂F (n))2(∂φ)R. At the first glance, it
seems that there are five types of couplings in this section, i.e., with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, but
the contribution of ∂F (1)∂F (1)∂φR and ∂F (5)∂F (5)∂φR vanishes as can be seen from the
action (2.2). When the two RR forms have the same rank, from the type II supergravity
actions, it is concluded that the amplitudes in the s and u channels and the contact terms
are given by the following expressions
As = V˜F (n)1 F
(n)
2 φ
G˜φV˜φφ3h4,
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 φ3C
(n−1)
)µ1···µn−1 (
G˜C(n−1)
)
µ1···µn−1
ν1···νn−1
(
V˜
C(n−1)F
(n)
2 h4
)
ν1···νn−1
,
Ac = V˜F (n)1 F
(n)
2 φ3h4
, (6.1)
respectively. The amplitude in the t channel is the same as Au in which the particle labels
of the RR fields are interchanged, i.e., At = Au(3 ↔ 4). Here, the dilaton propagator
and vertex operators which are needed in the calculation of amplitude, are:
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 φ
= −iκ5− n√
2n!
F1µ1···µnF
µ1···µn
2 , (6.2)
G˜φ = − i
k2
, (6.3)
V˜h1φ2φ = −2iκk2.h1.k, (6.4)
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 φ2C
(n−1)
)µ1···µn−1
= −iκ 5− n√
2(n− 1)! F1
λµ1···µn−1kλ, (6.5)
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 φ3h4
=
iκ2(5− n)√
2n!
(F1µ1···µnF
µ1···µn
2 h4µ
µ − 2nF1µµ2···µnF2νµ2···µnhµν4 ) . (6.6)
The RR propagator is given by equation 4.6, as well. After doing some algebra, we have
S(∂F (2))2(∂φ)R =
γ
2
11
2 κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (2Fad,eF ab,cφb,fRcdef
−2F ab,cFcd,eφe,fRadbf − Fad,cF ab,cφe,fRbedf
)
. (6.7)
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Doing the same steps as above, one finds the couplings with structure (∂F (2))2(∂φ)R
in the type IIA theory. In the string frame, they are
S(∂F (3))2(∂φ)R = −
γ
3.2
9
2κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√
−G (2Facd,eFcef,gφa,bRbfdg (6.8)
−Facd,bFcef,gφa,bRdgef − 2Facd,eFcfg,bφa,bRdfeg + 2Fcfg,bF cde,aφa,b
)
.
Finally, we have found the following result for the couplings containing two RR 4-form
field strengths, one dilaton and one Riemann curvature in the string frame
S(∂F (4))2(∂φ)R =
γ
32.2
13
2 κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (2Fbfgh,dFcfgh,eφa,bRacde
−3Fbcfg,hFdefg,hφa,bRacde + Fcefg,hFdefg,hφa,bRacbd
)
. (6.9)
Here also the algorithm introduced in [24] has been used to rewrite the couplings of this
section in their minimal-term form.
7 (∂F (n))2(∂H)2 couplings
Now, we consider the couplings with structure (∂F (n))2(∂H)2. There are also five types of
couplings in this section, i.e., with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. When n = 1, 2, 3, it can be seen from
the actions (2.1) and (2.2) that the s- and u-channel amplitudes as well as the contact
terms are given by
As =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 h
)µν (
G˜h
)
µν,λρ
(
V˜hb3b4
)λρ
+ V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 φ
G˜φV˜φb3b4 ,
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b3C
(n+1)
)µ1···µn+1 (
G˜C(n+1)
)
µ1···µn+1
ν1···νn+1
(
V˜
C(n+1)F
(n)
2 b4
)
ν1···νn+1
,
Ac = V˜F (n)1 F
(n)
2 b3b4
, (7.1)
respectively. The t-channel amplitude At can now be obtained from the Au by permuting
the external B-fields lines 3 and 4. The vertices, that have not been introduced in the
previous sections, are:
(
V˜b1b2h
)µν
= −2iκ
[
1
2
(k1.k2 η
µν − kµ1 kν2 − kν1 kµ2 ) Tr(b1.b2)
−k1.b2.b1.k2 ηµν + 2 k(µ1 b2ν).b1.k2 + 2 k2(µ b1ν).b2.k1
+2k1.b2
(µ b1
ν).k2 − k1.k2 (bµ1 .bν2 + bµ2 .bν1)
]
, (7.2)
V˜b1b2φ = −
√
2iκ [2k1.b2.b1.k2 − k1.k2Tr(b1.b2)] , (7.3)
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b2C
(n+1)
)
ν1···νn+1
= −2iκ 1
(n + 1)!
kµb2µ[ν1F1ν2···νn+1], (7.4)
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 b3b4
= −2iκ
2(n + 2)(n+ 1)
n!
b3[µνF1µ1···µn]b
µν
4 F
µ1···µn
2 + (3↔ 4). (7.5)
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Putting theses contributions together, one finds the following couplings between two RR
1-form field strengths and two B-field strengths
S(∂F (1))2(∂H)2 =
γ
32.26κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (12F a,bF c,dHaef ,cHbef,d
+6Fa
,cF a,bHb
de,fHcde,f − Fa,bF a,bHcde,fHcde,f
)
, (7.6)
which is written in its minimal-term form. In a similar way, the couplings between two
RR 2-form field strengths and two B-field strengths are appeared in the action
S(∂F (2))2(∂H)2 = −
γ
32.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (3F ab,cF de,cHadf,gHbeg,f
+6F ab,cF de,fHac
g
,bHdfg,e − 3Fad,eF ab,cHbfg,cHdfg,e
+3F ab,cFc
d,eHd
fg
,aHefg,b + 3F
ab,cF de,fHab
g
,dHefg,c
−3Fad,eF ab,cHbfg,dHefg,c − 3Fad,eF ab,cHbfg,cHefg,d
+3Fa
d,eF ab,cHc
fg
,bHefg,d + 2Fac
,dF ab,cHefg,dH
efg
,b
−Fad,cF ab,cHefg,dHefg,b
)
. (7.7)
It is also straightforward to find the couplings between two RR 3-form field strengths
and two B-field strengths as
S(∂F (3))2(∂H)2 =
γ
33.26κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (18F abc,dF efg,hHabd,hHcef,g
+27Fa
ef,gF abc,dHbcg
,hHdef,h + 36Fab
e,fF abc,dHcf
g,hHdeg,h
−36Faef,gF abc,dHbgh,cHdeh,f − 9F abc,dF efg,hHabh,eHdfg,c
−36Faef,gF abc,dHbch,eHdfg,h + 36Faef,gF abc,dHbgh,eHdfh,c
+72F abc,dF efg,hHabe,cHdfh,g − 36Faef,gF abc,dHbch,eHdfh,g
+54Fab
e,fF abc,dHcf
g,hHdgh,e − 9Fabe,fF abcdHcgh,fHdgh,e
+216Fa
ef,gF abc,dHbe
h
,cHdgh,f + 72Fab
e,fF abc,dHce
g,hHdgh,f
+18Fab
e,fF abc,dHc
gh
,eHdgh,f − F abc,dF efg,hHabc,dHefg,h
+27Fa
ef,gF abc,dHbcd
,hHefg,h − 18F abc,dFdef ,aHbcg,hHefg,h
+108Fad
e,fF abc,dHb
gh
,cHefg,h − 72Fabe,fF abc,dHcdg,hHefg,h
−9Fabe,dF abc,dHcfg,hHefg,h + 36Fade,bF abc,dHcfg,hHefg,h
+9Fab
e,fF abc,dHd
gh
,cHfgh,e
)
. (7.8)
For n = 4, the contribution of u channel in the amplitude is replaced by
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b3C
(n−3)
)µ1···µn−3 (
G˜C(n−3)
)
µ1···µn−3
ν1···νn−3
(
V˜
C(n−3)F
(n)
2 b4
)
ν1···νn−3
+
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b3C
(n+1)
)µ1···µn+1 (
G˜C(n+1)
)
µ1···µn+1
ν1···νn+1
(
V˜
C(n+1)F
(n)
2 b4
)
ν1···νn+1
.(7.9)
where (
V˜
F
(n)
1 b2C
(n−3)
)
ν1···νn−3
= −iκ 1
(n − 3)!F1µνρν1···νn−3b
µν
2 k
ρ. (7.10)
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Inserting this contribution into the amplitude, one finds the following couplings between
two RR 4-form field strengths and two B-field strengths
S(∂F (4))2(∂H)2 = −
γ
32.28κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (Ffghi,eF fghi,dHabc,eHabc,d
−2Fefgi,hF efgh,iHabd,cHabc,d − 8Fdghi,cFfghi,eHabe,fHabc,d
+12Fbc
gh,iFefgi,hHa
ef
,dH
abc,d − 8Fbghi,cFeghi,fHaef ,dHabc,d
+48Fbd
hi
,eFcfhi,gHa
ef,gHabc,d − 48Fbghi,cFdehi,fHaef,gHabc,d
−24Fbchi,eFdfhi,gHaef,gHabc,d − 48Fbehi,cFdfhi,gHaef,gHabc,d
−48Fbehi,cFdghi,fHaef,gHabc,d − 24Fbcdh,iFefgi,hHaef,gHabc,d
−6Fbchi,gFefhi,dHaef,gHabc,d + 24Fbcdh,iFefhi,gHaef,gHabc,d
+6Fbc
hi
,dFefhi,gHa
ef,gHabc,d − 96Fbcdh,iFeghi,fHaef,gHabc,d
)
.(7.11)
For n = 5, in addition to the u-channel amplitude which is given by (7.9), the s-
channel amplitude is also replaced by
As =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n)
2 h
)µν (
G˜h
)
µν,λρ
(
V˜hb3b4
)λρ
. (7.12)
Applying these changes into the amplitude along with imposing the self-duality condition,
after some simplifications, one finds the following couplings between two RR 5-form field
strengths and two B-field strengths
S(∂F (5))2(∂H)2 = −
γ
5.32.29κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (2Ffghij,eF fghij ,dHabc,eHabc,d (7.13)
−5Fefghj,iF efghi,jHabd,cHabc,d − 20Fdghij ,cFfghij,eHabe,fHabc,d
+60Fbc
ghi,jFefghj,iHa
ef
,dH
abc,d − 20Fbghij ,cFeghij,fHaef ,dHabc,d
+160Fbd
hij
,eFcfhij,gHa
ef,gHabc,d − 160Fbghij ,cFdehij,fHaef,gHabc,d
−80Fbchij ,eFdfhij,gHaef,gHabc,d − 160Fbehij ,cFdfhij,gHaef,gHabc,d
−160Fbehij ,cFdghij,fHaef,gHabc,d − 240Fbcdhi,jFefghj,iHaef,gHabc,d
−20Fbchij ,gFefhij,dHaef,gHabc,d − 120Fbcdhi,jFefhij,gHaef,gHabc,d
+20Fbc
hij
,dFefhij,gHa
ef,gHabc,d + 480Fbcd
hi,jFeghij,fHa
ef,gHabc,d
)
.
Imposing the self-duality constraint also leads to a new coupling with structure ǫ10(∂F
(5))2(∂H)2
which has been neglected here.
8 ∂F (n)∂F (n−4)(∂H)2 couplings
Since the minimum rank of RR field strength is 1, there is only one type of couplings in
this section, i.e., with n = 5. The effective action (2.2) shows that the amplitude in the s
channel and contact terms vanishes. It also produces the following u-channel amplitude
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b3C
(n−3)
)µ1···µn−3 (
G˜C(n−3)
)
µ1···µn−3
ν1···νn−3
(
V˜
C(n−3)F
(n−4)
2 b4
)
ν1···νn−3
. (8.1)
where the vertices and propagator are given in 7.10, 7.4 and 4.6, respectively. The ampli-
tude in the t channel is the same as Au in which the particle labels of the external B-fields
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are interchanged which means that At = Au(3 ↔ 4). Gathering these two contributions
together along with imposing the self-duality constraint, one finds the coupling
S∂F (5)∂F (1)(∂H)2 = −
γ
32.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (3Fcdefg,hF a,bHacd,eHbfg,h
+3F cdfgh,bF
a,bHa
cd,eHe
fg,h − Fcdefg,hF a,bHacd,bHefg,h) (8.2)
plus a coupling of the form ǫ10∂F
(5)∂F (1)(∂H)2 which we drop it here. The above coupling
is written in its minimal-term form.
9 ∂F (n)∂F (n−2)(∂H)R couplings
Here, we will calculate the couplings with structure ∂F (n)∂F (n−2)(∂H)R. There are three
possibilities in this case, with n = 3, 4, 5. The supergravity actions (2.1) and (2.2) dictate
that the amplitudes in the s channel and contact terms are given by
As =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n−2)
2 b
)µν (
G˜b
)
µν,λρ
(
V˜bb3h4
)λρ
,
Ac = V˜F (n)1 F
(n−2)
2 b3h4
, (9.1)
where the vertex operators and B-field propagator are given by:(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n−2)
2 b
)µν
= − iκ
(n− 2)!F
µν
1 ν1···νn−2F
ν1···νn−2
2 , (9.2)
(
G˜b
)
µν,λρ
= − i
2k2
(ηµληνρ − ηµρηνλ) , (9.3)
(
V˜b1h2b
)µν
= −2iκ
(
k2.b1.k2h
µν
2 + 2k2.b
[µ
1 h
ν]
2 .k1 + 2k2.b1.h
[µ
2 k
ν]
2
+2k1.k2h
[µ
2 .b
ν]
1 + k
[µ
2 b
ν]
1 .h2.k1 + k1.h2.b
[µ
1 k
ν]
2
)
, (9.4)
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n−2)
2 b3h4
=
iκ2
n!
(
F1µ1···µnb
[µ1µ2
3 F
µ3···µn]
2 h4λ
λ − 2nF1λµ2···µnb[ρµ23 F µ3···µn]2 h4λρ
)
. (9.5)
The amplitude in the u channel is the same as As in which the particle labels of the RR
(n− 2)-form field strength and B-field are interchanged, i.e., Au = As(2↔ 3).
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b3C
(n−3)
)µ1···µn−3 (
G˜C(n−3)
)
µ1···µn−3
ν1···νn−3
(
V˜
C(n−3)F
(n−2)
2 h4
)
ν1···νn−3
. (9.6)
Similarly, the amplitude in the t channel is the same as Au in which the particle labels
of the external B-field and graviton are interchanged, i.e., At = Au(3↔ 4).
At =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 h4C
(n+1)
)µ1···µn+1 (
G˜C(n+1)
)
µ1···µn+1
ν1···νn+1
(
V˜
C(n+1)F
(n−2)
2 b3
)
ν1···νn+1
. (9.7)
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Replacing the vertices and propagators in the above amplitudes and then summing
them yields the following result for the couplings of one RR 3-form field strength, one
RR 1-form field strength, one B-field strength and one Riemann tensor
S∂F (3)∂F (1)(∂H)R = −
γ
3.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (2F cde,fF a,bHacg,bRdfeg
+4F cde,fF a,bHac
g
,fRbdeg − 10F cde,fF a,bHaf g,cRbdeg
−2Facd,eF a,bHbcf,gRdgef + 2Facd,eF a,bHcdf,gRbgef
−2F cde,aF a,bHcdf,gRbgef − Facd,bF a,bHcef,gRdgef
+4F cde,fF a,bHcf
g
,aRbdeg + 2F
cde,fF a,bHcf
g
,dRaebg
+F cde,aF
a,bHc
fg
,bRdfeg
)
(9.8)
The couplings of one RR 4-form field strength, one RR 2-form field strength, one
B-field strength and one Riemann curvature can be written in the string frame as:
S∂F (4)∂F (2)(∂H)R = −
γ
32.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (12Fdfgh,eF ab,cHade,fRbcgh
−6Fbdeh,gF ab,cHcde,fRagf h − 12Fbdgh,eF ab,cHcde,fRagfh
+6Fbefh,gF
ab,cHdef ,cRa
g
d
h + 12Fbegh,fF
ab,cHdef ,cRa
g
d
h
+6Fefgh,bF
ab,cHdef ,cRa
g
d
h − 12Fbcgh,fF ab,cHdef,gRahde
−6Fbefh,cF ab,cHdef,gRahdg − 12Fbegh,fF ab,cHdef,gRahcd
−Fcdef,hF ab,cHdef,gRabgh + 3Fcdeh,fF ab,cHdef,gRabgh
−6Fcefh,bF ab,cHdef,gRagdh + 12Fcefh,bF ab,cHdef,gRahdg
−2Fdefh,bF ab,cHdef,gRahcg
)
(9.9)
Finally, we find the couplings of one RR 5-form field strength, one RR 3-form field
strength, one B-field strength and one Riemann curvature in the type IIB theory as:
S∂F (5)∂F (3)(∂H)R = −
γ
32.25κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (3Fbcefi,hF abc,dHdef,gRahgi
+6Fbcehi,fF
abc,dHd
ef,gRa
h
g
i − 12Fbcghi,fF abc,dHdef,gRahei
−12Fceghi,fF abc,dHdef,gRahbi − 3Fbcfgi,hF abc,dHefg,dRahei
−6Fbcfhi,gF abc,dHefg,dRahei − 6Fbfghi,cF abc,dHefg,dRahei
−3Fbcfgi,dF abc,dHefg,hRaehi + 3Fbcfgi,dF abc,dHefg,hRahei
+6Fbcfhi,gF
abc,dHefg,hRa
i
de + 12Fbdfgi,cF
abc,dHefg,hRaeh
i
−6Fbdfgi,cF abc,dHefg,hRahei − 2Fbefgi,cF abc,dHefg,hRahdi
+12Fbfghi,cF
abc,dHefg,hRa
i
de + 4Fdefgi,cF
abc,dHefg,hRahb
i
)
(9.10)
Similar to the previous cases, imposing the self-duality constraint in the above action
leads to a new coupling with structure ǫ10∂F
(5)∂F (3)(∂H)R. We also find out that there
is another coupling with structure ǫ10∂F
(n)∂F (n−2)(∂H)R which have been not considered
here.
10 ∂F (n)∂F (n−2)∂φ∂H couplings
The last coupling that we aim to obtain is ∂F (n)∂F (n−2)∂φ∂H . There are three types of
couplings in this case and those are with n = 3, 4, 5. When n = 3, 4, from the supergravity
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actions (2.1) and (2.2), one can observe that the field-theory amplitudes in the s channel
and contact terms are given by
As =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n−2)
2 b
)µν (
G˜b
)
µν,λρ
(
V˜bφ3b4
)λρ
,
Ac = V˜F (n)1 F
(n−2)
2 φ3b4
, (10.1)
respectively. Here, the vertices that have not been previously introduced are given by:(
V˜φ1b2b
)µν
= −
√
2iκ
(
2k1.b
[ν
2 k
µ]
2 − k1.k2bµν2
)
, (10.2)
V˜
F
(n)
1 F
(n−2)
2 φ3b4
=
√
2iκ2(5− n)
n!
F1µ1···µnb
[µ1µ2
4 F
µ3···µn]
2 . (10.3)
The u-channel amplitude Au can now be obtained from the As by permuting the particles
lines 2 and 3 Similarly, the t-channel amplitude At is obtained by permuting the external
lines 3 and 4
Au =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 φ3C
(n−1)
)µ1···µn−1 (
G˜C(n−1)
)
µ1···µn−1
ν1···νn−1
(
V˜
C(n−1)F
(n−2)
2 b4
)
ν1···νn−1
. (10.4)
Similarly, the t-channel amplitude At is obtained by permuting the external lines 3
and 4
At =
(
V˜
F
(n)
1 b4C
(n−3)
)µ1···µn−3 (
G˜C(n−3)
)
µ1···µn−3
ν1···νn−3
(
V˜
C(n−3)F
(n−2)
2 φ3
)
ν1···νn−3
. (10.5)
The sum of the pole diagrams, after a simple calculation, leads to the following cou-
plings for one RR 3-form field strength, one RR 1-form field strength, one dilaton and
one B-field strength in the type IIB supergravity
S∂F (3)∂F (1)∂φ∂H =
γ
3.2
9
2κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (F cde,fF a,bφa,bHcdf,e
−3F def ,bF a,bφa,cHcde,f − Fcde,fF a,bφa,cHdef,b
+2Fa
ef
,bF
a,bφc,dHcef,d − 2Faef ,cF a,bφc,dHdef,b
)
. (10.6)
The amplitude of one RR 4-form field strength, one RR 2-form field strength, one
dilaton and one B-field strength produces the couplings
S∂F (4)∂F (2)∂φ∂H =
γ
32.2
13
2 κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (12Fcefg,dF ab,cφa,dHbef,g
+12Fdefg,cF
ab,cφa
,dHb
ef,g − 12Fbdef,gF ab,cφa,dHcef,g
+12Fbdeg,fF
ab,cφa
,dHc
ef,g − 2Faefg,bF ab,cφc,dHefg,d
+12Fbdfg,eF
ab,cφd,eHc
fg
,a − 9Fabfg,eF ab,cφd,eHdfg,c
+24Faefg,bF
ab,cφd,eHd
fg
,c + 6Facfg,bF
ab,cφd,eHd
fg
,e
)
(10.7)
in the string frame. In particular, when n = 5, as can be seen from type IIB supergravity
action (2.2), the u-channel amplitude as well as contact terms vanishes. On the other
words, the s and t channels are the only two diagrams that contribute to the process.
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Putting these two contributions together, one can obtain the action which reproduce the
corresponding amplitude as
S∂F (5)∂F (3)∂φ∂H =
γ
32.2
11
2 κ2
∫
d10x e2φ0
√−G (2Fcdegh,bF cde,fφa,bHaf g,h
+Fcdegh,bF
cde,fφa,bHf
gh
,a − 3Fadegh,bF cde,fφa,bHf gh,c
+4Fbcfgh,dFa
cd,eφa,bHfgh,e + Fcdfgh,bFa
cd,eφa,bHfgh,e
)
. (10.8)
The number of terms in (10.6) and (10.8) has been reduced as much as possible. Here
also imposing the self-duality condition yields a coupling with structure ǫ10∂F
(5)∂F (3)∂φ∂H
which is not considered here because the number of indices is too large to find all possible
contractions of this structure.
We have compared the results of this paper with the corresponding couplings which
have been obtained from string amplitude calculations in RNS [23] and pure-spinor for-
malisms [28] as well as T-duality approach [18,23], and find an exact agreement when we
write both couplings in terms of independent variables.
It is interesting to find the remaining couplings by improving the computer program.
One can also apply the S and T-duality approaches to get these couplings.
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